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Abstract We present recent results from BABAR experiment for D0-D0 mixing measurements. Mixing

parameters can be measured in different ways using different D0 decay modes, here we discuss the most

sensitive analyses such as D0
→ K+

π
− where we had the first evidence of charm mixing, the measurement of

the ratio of lifetimes of the decays D0
→K+K− and D0

→ π
+

π
− relative to D0

→K−
π

+, the time dependent

Dalitz plot analysis of D0
→K+

π
−

π
0. New limits on CP -violating time-integrated asymmetries in D0

→K+K−

and D0
→ π

+
π
− are also discussed. The analyses presented are based on 384 fb−1 data collected with the

BABAR detector at the PEP-II asymmetric B Factory.
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1 Introduction

D0-D0 oscillations can be explained by the fact

that the Hamiltonian which determines the time-

evolution of the neutral D meson system is not di-

agonal in the flavor defined base. The simplified time

evolution is determined by a 2×2 effective hamiltonian

matrix H = M −
i

2
Γ by solving the the Schrödinger

equation:

i
∂
∂ t

(

D0(t)

D0(t)

)

=

(

M −
i

2
Γ

)

(

D0(t)

D0(t)

)

, (1)

where D0 and D0 are the neutral D mesons of op-

posite flavor content and M and Γ are the Hermetian

matrices which represent the dispersive (mass) and

absorbitive (widths) parts of the contribution to the

flavor mixing. The eigenstates of the effective Hamil-

tonian, |D1,2〉, are therefore a linear combination of

|D0〉 and |D0〉:

|D1,2〉= p|D0〉±q |D0〉, with |p|2 + |q |2 = 1 . (2)

p, q are related to the eigenvalues of the effective

hamiltonian. The time evolution is well defined:

|D1,2(t)〉 = e1,2(t)|D1,2〉, (3)

e1,2(t) = exp

[

−i(m1,2−
iΓ1,2

2
)t

]

, (4)

where m1,2 and Γ1,2 are the masses and the widths of

the hamiltonian eigenstates. If CP is conserved, then

p = q = 1 and the physical states are CP eigenstates.

The state |D0〉 evolves in time as

|D0(t)〉 = e−(Γ/2+im)t
[

cosh[(y+ix)Γ t/2]|D0〉−

q

p
sinh[(y+ix)Γ t/2]|D0〉

]

, (5)

where m = (m1 + m2)/2 and Γ = (Γ1 + Γ2)/2. The

mixing parameters x and y are defined as

x≡
m1−m2

Γ
, y≡

Γ1−Γ2

2Γ
. (6)

As can be seen from Eq. (5), an opposite flavor com-

ponent appears after some time t if either x or y is

non-zero.

The effects of CP violation (CPV) in D0-D0 mix-

ing can be parameterized in terms of the quantities

rm ≡

∣

∣

∣

∣

q

p

∣

∣

∣

∣

and ϕf ≡ arg

(

q

p

Āf

Af

)

, (7)

where Af ≡〈f |HD|D
0〉 (Āf ≡〈f |HD|D

0〉) is the ampli-

tude for D0 (D0) to decay into a final state f, and HD

is the Hamiltonian for the decay. A value of rm 6= 1

would indicate CP violation in mixing. A non-zero

value of ϕf would indicate CPV in the interference of

mixing and decay.
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In the Standard Model (SM) D0-D0 oscillations

are predicted to proceed quite slowly. The short dis-

tance contributions to D0-D0 mixing from the SM box

diagrams are expected to be very small[1, 2]. Long-

distance effects from intermediate states coupling to

both D0 and D0 are expected to contribute, but are

difficult to estimate precisely[3].

Within the SM, CP violation is also expected to

be small in the D0-D0 system. An observation of

CPV in D0-D0 mixing with the present experimental

sensitivity would be evidence for physics beyond the

SM[4].

Recent results from BABAR
[5] and BELLE [6]

show an evidence of D0-D0 oscillation at 3.9σ and

3.2σ level respectively. At this level of precision the

measurements are compatible with the predicted val-

ues from SM and put significant constraints on new

physics models[2, 7].

2 Selection of D0 signal events

Signal events are selected via the cascade decay

D∗+ → D0
π

+
s

1), in this way the flavor of the D me-

son, at t = 0, is identified by the charge of the soft

pion (πs). The difference of the reconstructed D∗+

and D0 masses (∆m), which has an experimental res-

olution at the level of ≈ 350 keV/c2, is used to re-

move background events by requiring to be less than

1 MeV/c2 from the expected value, 145.5 MeV/c2[8].

In order to reject background events with D0 candi-

dates from B meson decays, we require the momen-

tum of the D0, evaluated in the center-of-mass (CM)

of the e+e− system, to be greater than 2.4 GeV/c.

Reconstructed D0 events are therefore produced in

the process e+e− → cc which has a cross section of

1.3 nb at a CM energy close to 10.6 GeV. The D0

proper-time, t, is determined in a vertex constrained

combined fit to the D0 production and decay vertices.

In this fit the D0 and the πs tracks are imposed to

originate from the e+e− luminous region. The aver-

age error on the proper time, σt ∼ 0.2 ps, is compa-

rable with half of the D0 lifetime[8]. Particle identi-

fication algorithms are used to identify the charged

tracks from D0 decays.

3 Evidence for D0-D̄0 mixing in

wrong-sign decays D0
→K+

π
−

We present the measurement of the D0-D0 mixing

with a time-depedent analysis of the wrong-sign (WS)

decays D0 → K+
π

−[5]. The final WS state can be

produced via the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS)

decay or via mixing followed by the Cabibbo-favored

(CF) decay D0 →D0 →K+
π

−. The time dependence

of the WS decay of a meson produced as a D0 at time

t = 0 in the limit of small mixing (|x|, |y| � 1) and

CP conservation can be approximated as

TWS(t)

e−Γt
∝RD+

√

RDy′ Γt+
x′2 +y′2

4
(Γt)2 , (8)

where RD is the ratio of doubly Cabibbo-suppressed

to Cabibbo-favored (CF) decay rates, x′ = xcosδKπ+

y sinδKπ, y′ = −xsinδKπ + y cosδKπ, and δKπ is the

strong phase between the DCS and CF amplitudes.

The time dependence of the WS decays is used to

separate the contribution of DCS decays from that

of D0-D0 mixing. The mixing parameters are deter-

mined by an unbinned extended maximum-likelihood

fit to the reconstructed D0 invariant mass mD0 , ∆m,

t, σt variables for WS decays. After applying the se-

lection criteria we retain approximately 1 229 000 RS

and 6400 WS D0 and D0 candidates. The CF or right

sign (RS) decays are used to extract the shapes of

signal and background events together with the life-

time and proper time resolution function. In Fig. 1 is

reported the proper time distribution for WS events,

background components are shown as shaded regions.

The fit results with and without mixing are shown as

the overlaid curves.

Fig. 1. (a) The proper-time distribution of
combined D0 and D0 WS candidates in the sig-
nal region 1.843 < mKπ < 1.883 GeV/c2 and
0.1445 < ∆m < 0.1465 GeV/c2. The result of
the fit allowing (not allowing) mixing but not
CP violation is overlaid as a solid (dashed)
curve. Background components are shown as
shaded regions. (b) The points represent the
difference between the data and the no-mixing
fit. The solid curve shows the difference be-
tween fits with and without mixing.

The fit which allows for mixing is substantially

giving a better description of the data. The signifi-

cance of the mixing is evalutated based on the change

1)Consideration of charge conjugation is implied troughout this paper, unless otherwise stated.
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in the negative log likelihood with respect to the min-

imum and the confidence level countours including

systematic errors are shown in Fig. 2, where the no-

mixing point (x′2,y′) ≡ (0,0) is shown as a plus sign

(+).

Fig. 2. The central value (point) and
confidence-level (CL) contours for 1 − CL =
0.317 (1σ), 4.55×10−2 (2σ), 2.70×10−3 (3σ),
6.33×10−5 (4σ) and 5.73×10−7 (5σ), calcu-
lated from the change in the value of −2 lnL
compared with its value at the minimum.
Systematic uncertainties are included. The
no-mixing point is shown as a plus sign (+).

We have performed fits to the WS proper time

distribution using three different models. The first

model doesn’t allow for mixing or CPV and fit for the

parameter RD, the second model allows for mixing as-

suming CP is conserved and measures RD, x′2 and y′

while the third model allows for mixing and CPV.

To search for CP violation, we apply Eq. (8) to D0

and D0 samples separately, fitting for the parameters

{R±

D, x′2±, y′±} for D0 (+) decays and D0 (−) decays,

and we introduce the parameters RD =
√

R+
DR−

D and

AD = (R+
D−R−

D)/(R+
D +R−

D).

Table 1. Results from the different fits. The
first uncertainty listed is statistical and the
second systematic.

fit type parameter fit results (/10−3)

no CPV or mixing RD 3.53±0.08±0.04

no CPV RD 3.03±0.16±0.10

x′2
−0.22±0.30±0.21

y′ 9.7±4.4±3.1

RD 3.03±0.16±0.10

AD −21±52±15

x′2+ −0.24±0.43±0.30

CPV allowed y′+ 9.8±6.4±4.5

x′2− −0.20±0.41±0.29

y′− 9.6±6.1±4.3

The largest contribution to systematic error is due

to uncertainty in modeling the long decay time com-

ponent from other D decays in the signal region. The

second largest component, is due to the presence of

a non-zero mean in the proper time signal resolution.

The systematic error on AD is primarily due to uncer-

tainties in modeling the differences between K+ and

K− absorption in the detector.

The results of the three different fits including sta-

tistical and systematic errors are reported in Table 1.

4 Lifetime ratio analysis

One consequence of D0-D0 mixing is that D0 de-

cay time distribution can be different for decays to

different CP eigenstates. D0-D0 mixing will alter the

decay time distribution of D0 and D0 mesons that

decay into final states of specific CP [9]. To a good

approximation, these decay time distributions can be

treated as exponential with effective lifetimes τ+
hh and

τ−

hh, given by[10]

τ+
hh = τKπ/ [1+rm (y cosϕf −xsinϕf)] ,

τ−

hh = τKπ/ [1+r−1
m (y cosϕf +xsinϕf)] ,

(9)

where τKπ is the lifetime for the Cabibbo-favored de-

cays D0 → K−
π

+ and D0 → K+
π

−, and τ+
hh (τ−

hh) is

the lifetime for the Cabibbo-suppressed decays of the

D0 (D0) into CP -even final states (such as K−K+ and

π
−
π

+). These effective lifetimes can be combined into

the quantities yCP and ∆Y :

yCP =
τKπ

〈τhh〉
−1,

∆Y =
τKπ

〈τhh〉
Aτ ,

(10)

where 〈τhh〉= (τ+
hh+τ−

hh)/2 and Aτ = (τ+
hh−τ−

hh)/(τ+
hh+

τ−

hh). Both yCP and ∆Y are zero if there is no D0-D0

mixing. In the limit where CP is conserved in mixing

and decay, but violated in the interference between

them, these quantities are related to the mixing pa-

rameters yCP = y cosϕf and ∆Y = xsinϕf , with the

convention that cosϕf > 0.

We measure the D0 lifetime in the three differ-

ent D0 decay modes, K−
π

+, K−K+ and π
+
π

−, and

use the charge of the parent D∗± to split the K−K+

and π
+
π

− samples into those originating from D0

and from D0 mesons for measuring the CP -violating

parameters[11]. In order to reduce systematic errors

to the minimum, the event selection was chosen to

produce very pure signal samples. The event yields

and purities of the signal candidate samples (those

with invariant masses satisfying 1.8495 < mD0 <

1.8795 GeV/c2) are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Event yields and purities of the tagged
D0 samples calculated inside the signal region.

sample size purity

K−
π
+ 730 880 99.9%

K−K+ 69 696 99.6%

π
−

π
+ 30 679 98.0%
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The proper time distribution is fit to an exponen-

tial convolved with the detector resolution function.

Fig. 3. Decay time distribution in the data
samples with the combined fit overlaid. The
top left plot is the tagged K−

π
+ sample,

the middle plots are the D∗+ (left) and D∗−

(right) tagged K−K+ samples, and the bot-
tom plots are the tagged π

+
π
− samples. The

shaded and black distributions represent the
background expected in the fit. The normal-
ized residuals for each fit are shown as a sepa-
rate histogram for each sample. The top right
plot shows a summary of the measured life-
times.

Table 3. The mixing parameters extracted
from the fit to data. The first error is sta-
tistical and the second systematic.

sample yCP ∆Y

K−K+ (1.60±0.46±0.17)% (−0.40±0.44±0.12)%

π
+

π
− (0.46±0.65±0.25)% ( 0.05±0.64±0.32)%

combined (1.24±0.39±0.13)% (−0.26±0.36±0.08)%

The results of the lifetime fits are shown in Fig. 3.

The fitted D0 lifetime τKπ is found to be 409.33±0.70

(stat) fs, consistent with the world-average lifetime[8].

From the fit results we calculate yCP and ∆Y for the

K−K+ mode, the π
+
π

− mode, and the two modes

combined, where the combined result is obtained as-

suming τ+
KK = τ+

ππ
and τ−

KK = τ−

ππ
. The yCP and ∆Y

results are listed in Table 3. In particular the mea-

surement of yCP = (1.24±0.39±0.13)% is evidence of

D0-D0 mixing at 3σ level.

The systematic uncertainties on the mixing pa-

rameters are small, since most uncertainties in the

lifetimes cancel in the ratios. We have considered

variations in the signal and background fit models,

changes to the event selection and detector effects

that could introduce biases in the lifetime. Table 4

summarizes the various systematic uncertainties.

Table 4. Summary of systematic uncertainties
on yCP and ∆Y , separately for K−K+ and
π

+
π
− and averaged over the two CP modes,

in percent.

σyCP
(%)

systematic
K−K+

π
+

π
− Av.

signal model 0.130 0.059 0.085

charm bkg. 0.062 0.037 0.043

combinatoric bkg. 0.019 0.142 0.045

selection criteria 0.068 0.178 0.046

detector model 0.064 0.080 0.064

quadrature sum 0.172 0.251 0.132

σ∆Y (%)
systematic

K−K+
π
+

π
− Av.

signal model 0.072 0.265 0.062

charm bkg. 0.001 0.002 0.001

combinatoric bkg. 0.001 0.005 0.002

selection criteria 0.083 0.172 0.011

detector model 0.054 0.040 0.054

quadrature sum 0.122 0.318 0.083

The results shown in Table 3 have been combined

with a previous BABAR study[12] based on 91 fb−1

of data. That analysis does not require a D∗ to iden-

tify the D0 decay as the analysis presented here, the

two event samples are essentially disjoint and can be

considered statistically independent. The combined

result is yCP = [1.03±0.33(stat)±0.19(syst)]%.

5 Measurement of D0-D0 mixing in

the decay D0
→ K+

π
−

π
0

In this section, we present a study of the WS de-

cays D0 →K+
π

−
π

0 in which the flavor of the D0 me-

son is know at its production time. The WS decays

are analyzed with a time-dependent Dalitz plot tech-

nique to distinguish the DCS contribution from the

CF contribution originating from mixing. Assuming

CP conservation and for small values of x and y, the

time-dependent WS decay rate as a function of the

Dalitz variables s12 = m2
K+

π
−

and s13 = m2
K+

π
0 and

decay time t is given by:
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Γf̄ (s12,s13, t) = e−Γt{|Af̄ (s12,s13)|
2 +

|Af̄ (s12,s13)||Āf̄ (s12,s13)|

[y′′ cosδf̄ (s12,s13)−x′′ sinδf̄ (s12,s13)] (Γt)+

x′′2 +y′′2

4
|Āf̄ (s12,s13)|

2(Γt)2}, (11)

where f̄ = K+
π

−
π

0, Af̄ = 〈f̄ |H|D0〉 and Āf̄ =

〈f̄ |H|D0〉 are the decay amplitudes for the DCS

and CF transitions, respectively, and δf̄(s12,s13) =

arg[A∗

f̄
(s12,s13)Āf̄ (s12,s13)]. The decay distribution

is sensitive to y′′ = y cosδKππ
0 −xsinδKππ

0 and x′′ =

xcosδKππ
0+y sinδKππ

0 where δKππ
0 is the strong-phase

difference between the CF and the DCS decay ampli-

tudes and cannot be determined in the analysis of

these decays alone.

The CF amplitude Āf̄ is determined up to an

overall phase and arbitrary amplitude in a time-

independent Dalitz plot analysis of RS decays. The

DCS amplitude Af̄ together with the parameters x′′

and y′′ are determined in a time-dependent Dalitz

plot analysis of WS decays. In the Dalitz analysis,

the CF and DCS amplitudes are parameterized using

an isobar model[13].

Signal and backgrounds are distinguished by their

differing shapes in ∆m and mKππ
0 . The backgrounds

considered are (1) correctly reconstructed D0 candi-

dates paired with a random πs (“mistag” events);

(2) D∗+ decays with a correct π
+
s and a mis-

reconstructed D0 (“bad-D0”); and (3) combinatorial

background. The signal and background yields in

the Dalitz analysis signal region 1.85 < mKππ
0 <

1.88 GeV/c2 and 0.145 < ∆m < 0.146 GeV/c2 are

shown in Table 5. The purity of the RS sample in

this region is approximately 99%.

Table 5. Number of RS and WS signal
and background events in the mKππ

0 and
∆m signal region defined by 0.145 <
∆m < 0.146 GeV/c2 and 1.85 < mKππ

0 <
1.88 GeV/c2.

category RS events WS events

signal 639802±1538 1483±56

combinatoric 1537±57 499±57

mistag 2384±57 765±29

bad-D0 3117±93 227±75

The total PDF for the WS Dalitz fit is given by

P (t,m2
K+

π
−
,m2

K+
π
0) = NsigPsig +NmistagPmistag +

Nbad−D0+combPbad−D0+comb , (12)

where the yields for signal, Nsig, mistag background,

Nmistag and sum of mis-reconstructed D0 and com-

binatoric backgrounds, Nbad−D0+comb, are taken from

Table 5. The signal PDF, Psig, given by Eq. (11)

is convolved with a decay time resolution function

determined from fitting the RS data. The CF am-

plitudes and phases are fixed from the RS fit. The

PDF Pmistag for mistag events consists of the RS

Dalitz model times an exponential convolved with the

RS decay time resolution. The results of the time-

dependent Dalitz fit to the WS data sample are listed

in Table 6. The WS decay proceeds primarily through

D0 →K+
ρ(770)− and D0 →K∗(892)+π

−. In Fig. 4(a)

is shown the proper time distribution for the WS sam-

ple. The Dalitz plot projections of the WS data with

the fit results overlaid are shown in Fig. 4(b), (c).

Table 6. Dalitz fit results for the WS D0 data
sample. The total fit fraction is 102 % and
χ2/ndof = 188/215 = 0.876. With ai we in-
dicate the amplitude, with δi the phase and
with fi the fit fraction of the resonance i of
the isobar model for the DCS decay.

resonance ai δi/degrees fi (%)

ρ(770) 1 (fixed) 0 (fixed) 39.8±6.5

K∗0
2 (1430) 0.088±0.017 −17.2±12.9 2.0±0.7

K∗+
0 (1430) 6.78±1.00 69.1±10.9 13.1±3.3

K∗+(892) 0.899±0.005 −171.0±5.9 35.6±5.5

K∗0
0 (1430) 1.65±0.59 −44.4±18.5 2.8±1.5

K∗0(892) 0.398±0.038 24.1±9.8 6.5±1.4

ρ(1700) 5.4±1.6 157.4±20.3 2.0±1.1

Fig. 4. Fit projections for the WS sample. The
light histogram represents the mistag back-
ground, the dark histogram the combinatoric
background while the line represents the fit
results to the data (points with error bars).
In (a) is shown the D0 proper time distribu-
tion. The Dalitz projections for s12 and s13

are shown in (b) and (c) respectively. In (d)
is shown the probability contour for x′′ and y′′

in the case of CP conservation. The contours
refer to 68.3%, 95.0%, 99.0%, 99.9% probabil-
ity respectively.
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The mixing parameters determined from the WS

fit are shown in Table 7. No evidence of CPV was

found when fitting separately for D0 and D0 events to

search for CP violation effects in mixing. From these

values, we determine the time-integrated mixing rate

to be:

Rmix = (x′′2+y′′2)/2 = (x2+y2)/2 = (2.9±1.6)×10−4 ,

where the error includes both statistical and system-

atic uncertainties. The major sources of systematic

error on the mixing parameters include uncertainties

in modeling the background decay time distribution

in the signal region, uncertainties in the mass and

width of each resonance in the Dalitz model, the val-

ues chosen for the decay time and decay time error

selection criteria, uncertainties in modeling the decay

time signal resolution function and uncertainties in

determining Nbad−D0+comb.

Table 7. Mixing parameters from time-
dependent WS Dalitz analysis. The first error
is statistical, the second systematic. The lin-
ear correlation between them is −0.34.

quantity value

x′′ (−2.39±0.61(stat)±0.32(syst))%

y′′ (−0.14±0.60(stat)±0.40(syst))%

The probability contour plots for x′′ and y′′ are

shown in Fig. 4(d). From the change in log-likelihood

between the best fit value and the no-mix (x′′,y′′) =

(0,0) point, the data are consistent with the no-

mixing hypothesis at the 0.1% level, including sys-

tematic uncertainties.

6 Search for CPV in the decays D0
→

K−K+ and D0
→ π

−

π
+

Within the SM, CPV asymmetries in the de-

cays D0 → K−K+ and D0 → π
−
π

+ are predicted

to be O(0.001%–0.01%)[1, 14]. The observation of

CP asymmetries at the level of current experimental

sensitivity[15] would indicate a clear sign of physics

beyond the SM[2, 16]. We report on a search for CPV

in neutral D mesons[17], produced from the reaction

e+e− → cc, by measuring the time-integrated asym-

metries

ahh
CP =

Γ (D0 → h+h−)−Γ (D0 → h+h−)

Γ (D0 → h+h−)+Γ (D0 → h+h−)
, (13)

where h = K or π.

In this construction, ahh
CP , includes all CP violat-

ing contributions, direct and indirect[16].

In order to measure the CP asymmetry, we have

to account and correct for detector-related asymme-

tries. Besides the tagging asymmetry for D0 and D0

via D∗± decays, the forward backward (FB) asymme-

try in e+e− → cc production will create a difference

in the number of D0 and D0 reconstructed due to the

FB detection asymmetry due to the boost of the CM

system relatively to the laboratory.

To correct for asymmetry in this flavor tag, we

measure the relative efficiency for detecting soft pi-

ons in recorded data using both tagged and untagged

D0 →K−
π

+ samples.

To separate CP asymmetry from FB asymme-

try, we calculate yield asymmetries as a function of

cosθ ≡ cosθCMS
D0 and project out the even and odd

parts. We define

a±(cosθ) =
nD0(±|cosθ|)−nD0(±|cosθ|)

nD0(±|cosθ|)+nD0(±|cosθ|)
, (14)

aCP (cosθ)≈ (a+(cosθ)+a−(cosθ))/2 , (15)

aFB(cosθ)≈ (a+(cosθ)−a−(cosθ))/2 . (16)

where nD0 and nD0 are the numbers of signal

events for D0 and D0, aCP the even component and

aFB(cosθ) the odd component. The even part rep-

resents CP -violating effects, the odd part the pro-

duction asymmetry, including higher-order QED con-

tributions. The asymmetries aCP (cosθ) and aFB are

shown in Fig. 5. The measured asymmetries are listed

in Table 8. The contributions to the systematic errors

are listed in Table 9.

Fig. 5. CP -violating asymmetries in (a) KK
and (b) ππ, and forward-backward asymme-
tries in (c) KK and (d) ππ. In (a) and (b),
the dashed lines represent the central values
and the hatched regions the 1σ intervals, ob-
tained from χ2 minimizations.

Table 8. CPV asymmetries. The first error is
statistical, the second systematic.

quantity value

aKK
CP (0.00±0.34±0.13)%

aππ

CP (−0.24±0.52±0.22)%
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Table 9. Summary of systematic uncertainties on ahh
CP .

category ∆aKK
CP ∆aππ

CP

2-Dim. PDF shapes ±0.04% ±0.05%

πs correction ±0.08% ±0.08%

aCP extraction ±0.09% ±0.20%

quadrature sum ±0.13% ±0.22%

7 Conclusions

We have presented recent results from BABAR

experiment based on a data sample of 384 fb−1 for

the measurements of D0-D0 mixing. We have found

evidence of mixing in the time dependent analysis

of the WS D0 → K+
π

− decays, measuring x′2 =

[−0.22 ± 0.30(stat) ± 0.21(syst)]% and y′ = [9.7 ±

4.4(stat)± 3.1(syst)]% which represents evidence of

mixing at 3.9σ level. No evidence for CPV was

found in this analysis. In an analysis measuring

the lifetimes τ(D0 → K−
π

+), τ(D0 → K+K−) and

τ(D0 → π
+
π

−) we have obtained a value of yCP =

[1.24±0.39(stat)±0.13(syst)]% which is evidence of

D0-D0 mixing at the 3σ level. We determine the CP

violation parameter ∆Y to be [−0.26± 0.36(stat)±

0.08(syst)]%. In a time-dependent Dalitz analysis of

WS decays D0 →K+
π

−
π

0, we extract the parameters

x′′ = [2.39±0.61(stat)±0.32(syst)]% and y′′ = [−0.14±

0.60(stat)±0.40(syst)]%. These values are consistent

with no-mixing at a probability of 0.8%. We also mea-

sure the time-integrated CP asymmetries ahh
CP , h = K

or π, and obtain aKK
CP = [0.0±0.34(stat)±0.13(syst)]%

and aππ

CP = [−0.24±0.52(stat)±0.22(syst)]%. At the

precision of these measurements, there is no evidence

of CPV in either of the CP -even D0 decay modes

investigated. The values of the CP asymmetries are

consistent with SM expectations.
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